Fast tract replacement:
Tim Zou stated that two more criteria should be added to
no. 5 Determine if the item should be sent for Fast-track replacements.
These are 1) item was placed on reserve and 2) item has been
requested through ILL.

Tim stated that the rush requests go straight to Mary and the Selectors
seemed to accept this. The next question was what happens when the
item is out of print (Carol cannot find it to order.) NEW: The selectors wish
to have those not ordered sent to them.

Discussion on Invoiced materials and replacement fee refund:
Replacement costs for materials can be refunded within a year if
the patron either returns the item or brings in a clean copy of the
item.

The $15 fee is the maximum overdue fine and is not refundable for
students. It does not apply to Faculty because they are not charged
late fines for library materials. JG and others felt this was not
clearly stated. Tim Z will revise.

Bowker Pricing Chart: It was determined that some changes need to be
made. Phil thought N should be $100. Elizabeth stated that the cost
to replace LRC books would be much less so the average costs of children’s
books will be added. Also the Ref and OV collections cost should be higher.
The selectors will review the costs of replacing materials.
In the meantime, Tim Z. stated that if selectors knew the higher cost of any
titles to let Alice know and Alice will add the full replacement price to the
item record in the Price field. (This was in response to a comment from
Donna that some of the Ref volumes would cost $1000 to replace.)

The procedure of checking out Ref materials by override was also
discussed.

Lora? (I think) mentioned that archiving of item records needs to
be reestablished. Judy G. said that this agenda item should be
moved to IRC.

From Deb: I would add that we’re supposed to send our changes to the chart to Tim with a copy to
Judy. (In case Mary has any changes she wants to suggest.) Also would add that Lora looks up the cost
for everything in PAM, instead of relying on a generic amount.